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D2.1 –Dynamic worker model

Empowering and Participatory Adap-
tation of Factory Automation to Fit
for Workers

Abstract

Smart factories are characterized by increasing automation and increasing customization. In these
dynamic environments flexible and adaptive work organization is crucial, both for productivity and
work satisfaction.

The Factory2Fit project will support this development by developing adaptation solutions with
which people with different skills, capabilities and preferences can be engaged, motivated and pro-
ductive members of the work community in manufacturing industries.

This deliverable describes the development of a work-related abstract profile of an employee, called
Worker Model, and the development of a more dynamic worker model, Adaptive Worker Model.
These models include worker characteristics and their relations with task-related, machine-related
and contextual characteristics, respectively. Methodologies, standards and theories for user mod-
elling development are also introduced in this deliverable. Alongside, this document provides a fur-
ther analysis of the wearable measurement equipment that can be used for worker monitoring and
the online worker monitoring and off-line measurements acquired from these devices. These meas-
urements will be used for the definition of worker characteristics. Furthermore, an analysis of data
storage mechanism that will be developed is provided.

Keywords:

Used Model standards and methodologies, Worker Model, Adaptive Worker Model, worker char-
acteristics, task characteristics, machine characteristics, contextual characteristics, Online monitor-
ing, Off-line measures, Data storage mechanism.
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Executive Summary

This deliverable provides evidence of advances towards the achievement of project objectives in a
wider scope of the development of Factory2Fit worker models. The main aim of this document is to
define an extended and dynamic worker model, called Adaptive Worker Model, considering the
worker characteristics and other working area related characteristics, i.e. task-related, machine-re-
lated and contextual characteristics.

An overview of standards and methodologies related to user modelling is also presented in this docu-
ment. Alongside, this deliverable introduces the equipment that will be used for online worker moni-
toring and off-line measurements needed to define worker characteristics. The mechanisms that will
be used for the development of a (persistence) data storage mechanism for worker models storage
are also analysed. A detailed description of the above-mentioned process and the constituting ele-
ments is given in the following chapters:

Chapter 1: is an introduction of the current deliverable and provides links to different activities and
deliverables of the Factory2Fit project.

Chapter 2: provides a common (Virtual) Worker Models Glossary. This chapter provides the exact def-
initions of the terminology used in this document.

Chapter 3: presents a detailed analysis of existing standards, methodologies and models related to
user modelling. Each standard is followed by a brief analysis of the most popular User Interface De-
scription Languages (UIDLs) and a comparative analysis between them. In this chapter there is also an
overview of the physical modelling methodologies and several used approaches / solutions in ergo-
nomics and factory planning that will be used in Factory2Fit worker modelling development.

Chapter 4: provides an analysis of the existing theories for job satisfaction and performance.

Chapter 5: analyses in detail the methodology used in the development of Factory2Fit Worker Model.
Worker Model is a work-related abstract profile of employee needed for the development of a dy-
namic Adaptive Worker Model that includes the worker characteristics and also characteristics in the
working area related with the worker. Worker Model segmentation into Strong characteristics of the
worker model and in Soft characteristics of the worker model is also provided in this Chapter.

Chapter 6: provides a detailed analysis of the Adaptive Worker Model. Adaptive Worker Model is an
ontology-based highly adaptive model that combines worker characteristics, task-related, machine-
related and contextual characteristics. This chapter provides a brief analysis of all these categories of
characteristics.

Chapter 7: presents an overview of the devices used in Smart Sensor Network and the online moni-
toring and off-line worker measurements used to define each worker characteristic presented in Chap-
ter 5.

Chapter 8: describes a data storage mechanism that will be used for Factory2Fit project. This data
storage mechanism will be developed to enable access to worker profile data and store data for ana-
lysing worker’s progress in following WPs.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document

This document (D2.1) reports the research and activities in Task 2.1, Development of an integrated
dynamic worker model. The purpose of this deliverable is to describe the content and dynamics of the
models developed in Task 2.1, the Worker Model and the Adaptive Worker Model. Also, this deliver-
able introduces in detail all the worker and workplace - related characteristics that compound those
models, i.e. task, machine and contextual characteristics. The basic type of Worker Model is an ab-
stract profile of employees that includes all the worker characteristics needed for the proper definition
of the worker. In contrast, Adaptive Worker Model is a dynamic update of Worker Model, which in-
cludes both worker characteristics and working area – related characteristics. Furthermore, this doc-
ument provides an analysis of the existing standards, models, techniques and methodologies, in order
to develop a more structured worker model.

The models developed in Task 2.1 aim to define the worker his/her interrelation with the working
area, sufficiently. This project follows a human centered approach, which is used also in the models
development. These models are the core of the project as they include the characteristics, variables
and measures that define the worker both as a human being and his/her work in a unit. The different
measures acquired form each worker included in these models, will be used in further WPs in order
to be evaluated and used in the adaptation of the working environment according to the worker’s
needs. Proper construction and development of models is the key to developing a proper design and
execution of all processes that exist in Factory2Fit project.

This report also provides a brief analysis of the hardware used for Smart Sensor Network and the
online monitoring and off-line measurements, which define the worker characteristics. This delivera-
ble contains also the data storage mechanism that will be developed for Factory2Fit project. Each
research and development partner has been expected to contribute to this deliverable with respect
to  the  areas  of  its  competence  and  expertise.  After  the  deliverable  D2.1  is  submitted  on  M6,  the
worker model development and update shall continue throughout the project and results will be di-
rectly introduced into research.

1.2 Intended readership

D2.1 is a public document (PU) and therefore is intended for the European Commission, the Fac-
tory2Fit Project Officer, the members of the Factory2Fit consortium, members of other H2020-funded
projects as well as a broad range of different target audiences from factory workers, employers, in-
dustrial networks and associations, to other related national and EU-funded projects, Commission
staff, media, and the wider public. Even though the Worker model has been defined based on the
needs of the Factory2Fit project, the results can be utilised by other projects and organizations that
plan to utilise similar technologies.
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1.3 Relationship with other Factory2Fit deliverables

Deliverable D2.1 is a direct outcome of task T2.1 on “Development of an integrated, dynamic worker
model”, whereby worker, task, machine and environmental characteristics provided, originate from
the D1.2 related with “Industrial requirements”. D1.2 includes the results of T1.1 “Industrial require-
ments” and T1.2 on “Enabling technologies, platforms and tools” which are related to technical, busi-
ness and user requirements. D2.1 has also dependencies with other tasks in the WP1 (either done or
ongoing) and specifically with T1.5 on “Adaptation architecture” where the corresponding adaptation
for Factory2Fit project is defined. In WP2, D2.1 is related with all WP2 deliverables and tasks. Worker
Model definition forms the basis for the next tasks, which will  use this model to develop next Fac-
tory2Fit adaptation features and modules (Figure 1).

The worker model defined in D2.1 will be an input in WP3. Worker Model will be used as input in T3.1
on “Adapting Levels of Automation” for the development of an ability ranking system, in order to
match each worker to the proper level of automation. Figure 1 illustrates more elaborately the de-
pendencies between the current task/deliverable and its related deliverables/WPs.

Figure 1: Relations among deliverables in Factory2Fit project

1.4 Acronyms and abbreviations
Table 1: List of Abbreviations

Abbreviation Description

AR Augmented Reality

D Deliverable

DBMS Database Management System

DISL Dialogue and Interface Specification Language

EAB External Advisory Board
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EFFRA European Factories of the Future Research Association

EHS Environment, Health and Safety

EU European Union

GIML Generalized Interface Markup Language

ISML Interface Specification Meta-Language

ISO The International Organization for Standardization

JCM Job Characteristics Model

KOM Kick-Off-Meeting

OAM Open Assembly Model

OEE Overall Equipment Efficiency

OLE Overall Labour Efficiency/Effectiveness

RIML Renderer-Independent Markup Language

SQL Structured Query Language

SunML Simple Unified Natural Markup Language

T Task

TAM Technology Acceptance Model

TPM Total Productive Maintenance

UI User Interface

UIDLs User Interface Description Languages

UIML User Interface Markup Language

UsiXML User Interface eXtensible Markup Language

VW Virtual Worker

WSXL Web Service eXperience Language

WP Work Package

XICL eXtensible User Interface Markup Language

XIML eXtensible Interface Markup Language

UIDLs User Interface Description Languages
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2 Common (Virtual) Worker Models Glossary
Worker Model - A Worker Model is a work-related abstract model that refers to a high level descrip-
tion of several worker characteristics. Those characteristics are required to describe the worker of a
unit and are broken down according to the characteristics category. This model will be stored in on-
tologies and will include also multiple characteristic’s related parameters like characteristic’s descrip-
tion, metrics, etc.

Adaptive Worker Model - Adaptive Worker Model refers not only to worker characteristics composing
the Worker Model and other working area related characteristics. These elements refer to machine,
task and contextual characteristics with which the worker interacts daily. Adaptive Worker Model is a
dynamic and highly adaptable model.

Worker Profile – Worker Profile refers to a set of characteristics that a worker has. This model can be
comprised of one or more Adaptive Worker Models, because it includes many of the worker charac-
teristics included in this. The difference between each Worker Profile refers to the different and spe-
cific characteristics a single worker has.

Virtual worker (VW) - The virtual worker is a representation of a worker based on a Worker Profile,
intended for simulation purposes. It includes components, which are able to interact with other virtual
entities e.g. virtual products or software applications. VW may represent the human body as e.g. a
kinematic system, a series of links connected by rotational degrees of freedom (DOF) that collectively
represent musculoskeletal joints such as the wrist, elbow, vertebra, or shoulder. The basic skeleton of
the model is described usually in terms of kinematics. In this sense, a human body is essentially a series
of links connected by kinematic revolute joints. Each DOF corresponds to one kinematic revolute joint,
and these revolute joints can be combined to model various musculoskeletal joints. A VW also includes
low level control loops for muscles (basal ganglia muscle loops) and higher levels of control in a hier-
archical fashion: action (motion planning, cognition etc.).

Environmental Model - An Environmental Model is a formal machine-readable set of characteristics
used to describe the use environment. It includes all required contextual characteristics besides the
Worker Model, the interaction model, the device model, the product and related worker tasks.

Machine Model - A formal machine-readable representation of the features and capabilities of one or
several physical components involved in worker interaction. It is important to carefully discriminate
between worker and machine model as they are two different kinds of models. Too often they are
conflated together, with machine properties sprinkled into worker profiles and vice versa. The ma-
chine model expresses capabilities of the machine. A given machine can be used by many different
users and a given user could use different devices and in different ways. By carefully separating the
different functionalities of machine modelling and worker modelling in design scenarios it will be eas-
ier to enumerate the attributes for each model and from them develop the matching function and
attributes of the adaptation process.
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Interaction Model - The interaction model is a machine readable representation of the interaction
behaviour of an application. The interaction model is maintained UI-agnostic, which means it is inde-
pendent of the concrete format of user interface output- and input data. Interaction model often re-
fers to an abstract user interface model, like for example UIML, UI Socket, XForms, etc. It should be
noted that the Interaction model can be used for adaptation of Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) and
for simulating the use of an application /product with a virtual user.

Context Model – Context model is a machine-readable representation of information that can be used
to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, a place, a device, or a product that is
considered relevant to the interaction between a worker and an application, including the worker and
applications themselves. [111]

Simulation - The process that enables the interaction of the virtual worker with the application model
within an artificial environment. The simulation can be online or off-line. Online simulation can be
performed autonomously or manually, where the operator can interact with the environment from a
1st or 3rd person perspective. Accessibility assessment and evaluation can be performed automati-
cally or subjectively by the operator.

Adaptive Worker Interfaces - Worker interfaces that adapt their appearance and/or interaction be-
haviour to an individual worker according to a Worker Profile. In contrast to adaptable worker inter-
faces, which are modified by a deliberate and conscious choice of a worker, adaptive worker interfaces
automatically initiate and perform changes according to an updated worker profile. Changes in the
worker profile can be done manually by the worker or can be inferred automatically by the system in
a machine learning process during the interaction between the system and an individual worker.

Worker Interface Design Pattern - Approved worker interface solution to a recurring design problem.
User Interface Design has a formalized description. For the use in Adaptive Worker Interfaces, design
patterns have a representation in form of reusable software components which can be put together
to complete worker interfaces during run-time.
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3 Relevant Standards & Methodologies
This chapter analyses the standards related to user modelling along with popular methodologies and
languages for user interface description and physical modelling. Alongside, section 3.1 introduces the
ontology based models and specifically analyses the ontologies used in manufacturing and for smart
manufacturing. For each individual element an overview is initially given followed by a brief analysis
of its relevance to user modelling.

3.1 Introduction to Ontology based models

Ontology is a formal explicit description of concepts in a domain of discourse (classes). Properties of
each concept describe various features and attributes of the concept (slots, roles). Ontology together
with a set of individual instances of classes constitutes a knowledge base. [40]

Ontologies or ontology-based models have already been widely used in manufacturing systems engi-
neering. Kiritsis [32] provides a quite comprehensive overview on recent developments.

Among the applications in recent research are the following:

• Knowledge sharing and knowledge reuse. [36] [44]
• Factory systems design, factory planning. [19] [25] [45]
• Assembly systems design. [28]
• Design of reconfigurable [23], modular [27] [43] or flexible production systems. [31]
• Design for sustainability. [30] [42]
• Industry 4.0, cyber-physical systems design. [26] [29]
• Production automation and sensors application. [37] [41]
• Multi-agent systems for production control. [38]
• Lifecycle management. [32]
• Project management, semantic interoperability. [35]
• Service modelling. [20]

Of special importance are so called upper concepts:

Figure 2: Upper concepts [37].

The generalization of a product is a part; a component or a sub-assembly can also be a part. Parts are
usually manipulated by manufacturing processes or combined by assembly processes (Figure 2).

There are also so called upper ontologies, which consist of very general terms that are common across
all applications and a multitude of domains. One example is MASON that uses a function-behaviour-
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structure (FBS) approach [33]. This approach consist of three head concepts, which are entities (all
common helper concepts, to specify the product like geometric entities, raw material, cost entities),
operations (cover all processes linked to manufacturing like manufacturing operations, logistic opera-
tions, human operations, launching operations), and resources (stand for all manufacturing resources
like geographic resources (plants, workshops), tools, and human resources). Examples are given below
(Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5). The FBS function-behaviour-structure approach ensures the trans-
formation of functional representations F to a design description or structure S through the behav-
iours B.

Figure 3: Entities’ class hierarchy [33]

Figure 4: Operations’ class hierarchy [33]
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Figure 5: Ressources’ class hierarchy [33]

Other upper ontologies or foundation ontologies [24] [39] are for instance SUMO, which has been
developed by the IEEE Standard Upper Ontology Working Group, or DOLCE, which is more complex
than SUMO and contains categories of natural language and of human common sense.

A similar approach is the OAM (open assembly model) which consist at the top level of product ontol-
ogy, production system ontology, and process ontology [19]. Similar are the proposals of Zhang and
Agyapong-Kodua [45] or Cutting-Decelle et al. [27].

A recent approach is the development of capability ontologies [20]. The idea behind is that a capability
model characterizes a manufacturing facility and its constituting elements including devices, machine,
cells, operators, and processes with respect to the range of applicability, speed, cost, quality, and as-
sociated constraints and uncertainties. This is then used for supply chain configuration [20] and sup-
plier selection [21].

The different dimensions of manufacturing capability include:

• Technological capabilities such as the resolution, accuracy, feed, speed, power, and automa-
tion level of the manufacturing equipment.

• Operational capabilities such as production capacity, throughput time, cost per unit, etc.
• Geometric capabilities such as shape producible, dimensions, wall thickness, work envelope,

etc.
• Quality capabilities such as defect rate, surface finish, and tolerances.
• Relational capabilities that refer to interfaces with other systems and processes both hard-

ware and software.
• Stochastic capabilities such as reliability, variations, etc.
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Loskyll and Schlick [34] pursue a similar concept. They use an ontology-based approach for the ab-
stract description of field device functionalities. This is then used for the dynamic orchestration of
automated processes based on service-oriented architectures. Sections of the function and device
classes ontology are shown in the following figures (Figure 6, Figure 7).

Figure 6: Section of the function ontology [34]
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Figure 7: Section of the device classes ontology [34]

3.2 Standards Related to User/Worker Modelling

The structure of the data models for personnel and capability information will be presented in section
5.2. The development of these models needs to be a machine readable standardized data format. One
candidate for this is ISA-95 (IEC 62264), which is an international standard for enterprise-control sys-
tem integration. The data model approach presented in the ISA-95 could be useful for personnel in-
formation as well as for capability information of resources (Figure 8, Figure 9).
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Figure 8: ISA-95 information on personnel

Figure 9: ISA-95 information on capability of resources

The data can be used for scheduling of the tasks for capable operators.

ISA-95 is based on the hierarchical structuring of ISA-88 of the physical assets of the industrial com-
pany. ISA-88 is a standard addressing batch process control, and ISA-95 was developed to be applied
in all industries, and in all sorts of processes, like batch processes, continuous and repetitive processes.
More information on relationship of ISA-88 and ISA-95 are available at the “Technical: ISA-88 and ISA-
95” article [109].
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Adaptation and Industry 4.0 standardisation

This section is related to Physical modelling issues.

There are a lot of initiatives on standardisation, with a lot of overlaps. There are also many initiatives
ongoing that establish overviews of standards in the field of the digitalisation of manufacturing (see
for example German Standardization Roadmap on Industry 4.0 [100].)

The aim of the roadmap is to present the current state of standardization relevant to Industry 4.0. The
roadmap not only describes the current status and gives an overview of all relevant standards and
specifications, but also gives concrete recommendations for action and outlines standardization needs
in the various areas of Industry 4.0. Being a "living" document, the Roadmap will be published and
regularly revised by DIN and DKE to reflect the current situation as needed.

The roadmap has following recommendation on human related issues, Human beings in Industry 4.0:

Further develop standards and specifications for people-friendly work design in Industry 4.0.
Technology design – Adaptive design of work systems in Industry 4.0.
Concepts for a functional division of work between human beings and machines.
Design of the interaction between human beings and technical systems.

There is no standard list presented for work adaptation, just recommendation to use existing stand-
ards, for instance on machine safety or ergonomics and identify need for new standardisation.

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national stand-
ards bodies. The list below includes references to some standards on ergonomics that appear to be
relevant, without being exhaustive [101].

ISO/TC 159 - Ergonomics subcommittees:

ISO/TC 159/SC 1 General ergonomics principles.
ISO/TC 159/SC 3 Anthropometry and biomechanics.
ISO/TC 159/SC 4 Ergonomics of human-system interaction.
ISO/TC 159/SC 5 Ergonomics of the physical environment.

Few examples on workplace design issues on ISO/TC 159/SC 3 13.180 [102]:

ISO 6385:2016  Ergonomics principles in the design of work systems.
ISO 11226:2006 Ergonomics -- Evaluation of static working postures.
ISO 11228-1:2003 Ergonomics -- Manual handling -- Part 1: Lifting and carrying.
ISO 11228-2:2007 Ergonomics -- Manual handling -- Part 2: Pushing and pulling.
ISO 11228-3:2007 Ergonomics -- Manual handling -- Part 3: Handling of low loads at high fre-
quency.
ISO/TR 12295:2014 Ergonomics -- Application document for International Standards on man-
ual handling (ISO 11228-1, ISO 11228-2 and ISO 11228-3) and evaluation of static working
postures (ISO 11226).
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ISO 14738:2005 Safety of machinery -- Anthropometric requirements for the design of work-
stations at machinery.
ISO/TS 20646:2014 Ergonomics guidelines for the optimization of musculoskeletal workload.

Those standards set limits to human material handling capabilities, working posture, lifting, carrying,
pushing and pulling. Same standardisation group have set evaluation methods for human mental load
as well. There are other standards on protective clothing and equipment e.g. ISO/TC 94 Personal safety
-- Protective clothing and equipment.

Workplace and task design guidelines

EHS, Environment, Health and Safety, laws and directives define the use of protective equipment,
work ergonomic and so on. There are plenty of useful guides available from various organisations e.g.

Ergonomics and human factors at work [103].
Ergonomic guidelines for Manual material handling [104].

3.3 User Interface Description Languages (UIDLs)

3.3.1 UIDLs Overview

A user interface description language (UIDL) consists of a specification language that describes various
aspects of a user interface under development. In this section we present an overview of UIDLs that
have been considered for different reasons: they are available for testing; they have been used in
some development cases; they are widely used in general.

UIDLs are very relevant to User Modelling as they provide a formal way of describing various aspects
of User Interfaces and useful means for adaptation of User Interfaces according to user needs/prefer-
ences.

Dialog and Interface Specification Language (DISL)
Dialog and Interface Specification Language (DISL) [1] is a user interface markup language (UIML) sub-
set that extends the language in order to enable generic and modality independent dialog descrip-
tions. Modifications to UIML mainly concern the description of generic widgets and improvements to
the behavioural aspects. Generic widgets are introduced in order to separate the presentation from
the structure and behaviour, i.e., mainly to separate user- and device-specific properties and modali-
ties from a modality independent presentation. The use of generic widget attribute enables assigning
each widget to a particular type of functionality it ensures (e.g., command, variable field, text field,
etc.). Further, a DISL rendering engine can use this information to create interface components appro-
priated to the interaction modality (i.e., graphical, vocal) in which the widget will operate. The global
DISL structure consists of an optional head element for Meta information and a collection of templates
and interfaces from which one interface is considered to be active at one time. Interfaces are used to
describe the dialog structure, style, and behaviour, whereas templates only describe structure and
style in order to be reusable by other dialog components.
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3.3.2 Generalized Interface Markup Language (GIML)
The Generalized Interface Markup Language (GIML) is used for the generalized Interface Toolkit (GITK)
[2]. GIML is used in this context as an interface descriptor. Following the OMG principles of separation
of concerns GIML splits functionality and presentation. While the functionality is preserved in GIML
the UI is derived from XSL files, which come from user and system profiles. This information is merged
with the functional descriptions by using XSLT to form a final interface description. The profile data
could come directly from a file system or from a remote profile server.

3.3.3 Interface Specification Meta-Language (ISML)
Interface Specification Meta-Language (ISML) [3] was developed with the purpose that metaphors
(shared concepts between the user and the computer) are made explicit in design. ISML decouples
that metaphor model from any particular implementation, and express mappings between the con-
cepts shared between the user and the system. It provides a framework that supports mappings be-
tween both user-oriented models (such a task descriptions) and software architecture concerns (in-
teractor definitions). The ISML framework composites these concepts within five layers (devices, com-
ponents, meta-objects, metaphor, interactors), using a variety of mappings to link them together.

3.3.4 Renderer-Independent Markup Language (RIML)
Renderer-Independent Markup Language (RIML) [4] is a markup language based on W3C standards
that allows document authoring in a device independent fashion. RIML is based on standards such as
XHMTL 2.0 and XFORMS. Special row and column structures are used in RIML to specify content ad-
aptation. Their semantics is enhanced to cover pagination and layout directives in case pagination
needs to be done. Due to the use of XForms, RIML is device independent and can be mapped into a
XHTML specification according to the target device. RIML semantics is enhanced to cover pagination
and layout directives in case pagination needs to be done, in this sense it was possible to specify how
to display a sequence of elements of the UI.

3.3.5 Software Engineering for Embedded Systems using a Component-Oriented Approach (See-
scoaXML)
Software Engineering for Embedded Systems using a Component-Oriented Approach (SeescoaXML) [5]
consists of a suite of models and a mechanism to automatically produce different final UIs at runtime
for different computing platforms, possibly equipped with different input/output devices offering var-
ious modalities (e.g. a joystick). This system is context-sensitive as it is expressed first in a modality-
independent way, and then connected to a specialization for each specific platform. The context sen-
sitivity of the UI is here focusing on computing platforms variations. An abstract UI is maintained that
contains specifications for the different rendering mechanisms (presentation aspects) and their re-
lated behaviour (dialog aspects). These specifications are written in an XMLcompliant UIDL that is then
transformed into platform specific specifications using XSLT transformations. These specifications are
then connected to a high-level description of input/output devices. The entry point of this forward
engineering approach is therefore located at the level of Abstract UIs.

3.3.6 Simple Unified Natural Markup Language (SunML)
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Simple Unified Natural Markup Language (SunML) [6] is an XML language to specify concrete user
interfaces that can be mapped to different devices (PC, PDA, voice). The innovation of this language is
the capacity to specify components dynamically. In SunML it is also possible to encapsulate the style
and the content of each widget independent of the others. Two different files are used for that pur-
pose. Another interesting feature offered in SunML is widget composition. Some operators have been
defined for that purpose: union (semantically common widgets), intersection, subtraction, substitu-
tion, inclusion. Widgets Merging Language (WML) is the extension used for that purpose. SunML pre-
sents a reduced set of elements that seems to be not enough, but the composition of widgets is used
to specify more complex widgets.

3.3.7 TeresaXML
TeresaXML [7] is a UIDL for producing multiple final UIs for multiple computing platforms at design
time. They suggest starting with the task model of the system, then identifying the abstract UI speci-
fications in terms of its static structure (the presentation model) and dynamic behaviour (the dialog
model): such abstract specifications are exploited to drive the implementation. This time, the transla-
tion from one context of use to another is operated at the highest level: task and concepts. This allows
maximal flexibility, to later support multiple variations of the task depending on constraints imposed
by the context of use. Here again, the context of use is limited to computing platforms only. The whole
process is defined for design time and not for runtime. For instance, there is no embarked model that
will be used during the execution of the interactive system, contrarily to the SEESCOA approach [5].
At the AUI level, the tool provides designers with some assistance in refining the specifications for the
different computing platforms considered. The AUI is described in terms of interactors that are in turn
transformed into Concrete Interaction Objects (CIOs) once a specific target has been selected.

3.3.8 MariaXML
MariaXML [17] is the successor of TeresaXML and is a new UI specification language that t can be used
for the abstract and concrete user interface definition. MariaXML takes into account new technical
requirements in order to support dynamic behaviours, events, rich internet applications and multi-
target user interfaces, in particular those based on web services. In this way, it is possible to have a UI
specified in MariaXML attached to a web service.

3.3.9 User Interface Markup Language (UIML)
User Interface Markup Language (UIML) [8] is an XML-compliant language that provides a device-in-
dependent method to describe a UI, and a modality-independent method to specify a UI. UIML allows
describing the appearance, the interaction and the connection of the UI with the application logic. The
following concepts underlie UIML:

1. UIML is a meta-language: UIML defines a small set of tags (e.g., used to describe a part of a UI)
that are modality-independent, target platform-independent (e.g., PC, phone) and target language-
independent (e.g., Java, VoiceXML). The specification of a UI is done through a toolkit vocabulary
that specifies a set of classes of parts and properties of the classes. Different groups of people can
define different vocabularies: one group might define a vocabulary whose classes have a 1-to-1 cor-
respondence to UI widgets in a particular language (e.g., Java Swing API), whereas another group
might define a vocabulary whose classes match abstractions used by a UI designer.
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2. UIML separates the concerns of an interactive application in such a way that moving one pro-
gram from one platform to another might require only small or no changes at all. Because UIML is
based on XML, it is easy to write transformations that take the language from one abstract repre-
sentation to a more concrete representation.

3. UIML separates the elements of a UI and identifies: (a) which parts are composing the UI and
the presentation style, (b) the content of each part (e.g., text, sounds, images) and binding of con-
tent to external resources, (c) the behaviour of parts expressed as a set of rules with conditions and
actions and (d) the definition of the vocabulary of part classes.

4. UIML groups logically the UI in a tree of UI parts that changes over the lifetime of the interface.
During the lifetime of a UI the initial tree of parts may dynamically change shape by adding or de-
leting parts. UIML provides elements to describe the initial tree structure and to dynamically modify
the structure. UIML also allows UI parts and part-trees to be packaged in templates: these templates
may then be reused in various interface designs.

3.3.10 USer Interface eXtensible Markup Language (UsiXML)
USer Interface eXtensible Markup Language (UsiXML) [9] is structured according to different levels of
abstraction defined by the Cameleon reference framework [58]. The framework represents a refer-
ence for classifying UIs supporting a target platform and a context of use, and enables to structure the
development life cycle into four levels of abstraction: task and concepts, abstract UI (AUI), concrete
UI (CUI) and final UI (FUI). Thus, the Task and Concepts level is computational-independent, the AUI
level is modality-independent (In the cockpit it can be several physical, Vocal, GUI, Tactile) and the CUI
level is toolkit independent. UsiXML relies on a transformational approach that progressively moves
among levels to the FUI. The transformational methodology of UsiXML allows the modification of the
development sub-steps, thus ensuring various alternatives for the existing sub-steps to be explored
and/or expanded with new sub-steps. UsiXML has a unique underlying abstract formalism represented
under the form of a graph-based syntax.

3.3.11 Web Service eXperience Language (WSXL)
Web Service eXperience Language (WSXL) [10] [11] is designed to represent data, presentation and
control. WSXL relies on XML based standards such as XPath, XML Events, DOM, XForms and XLink as
well  as  Web Services  standards  such as  SOAP,  WSDL and WSFL.  Also,  WSXL includes  an extensible
Adaptation Description Language where explicit locations of adaptation points, the permissible oper-
ations on adaptation points (e.g. insert, delete, modify), and the constraints on the contents of adap-
tation (e.g. via an XML Schema) can be specified. The Adaptation Description Language can be used
during a post-processing step where the output of a WSXL component can be adapted independently
without invoking the component. Furthermore, a WSXL collection provides an execution and manage-
ment environment for WSXL components. It calls the lifecycle operations on WSXL components it in-
stantiates, and implements a set of interfaces and a processing model for use by WSXL components
and objects external to the collection. An object implementing the WSXL collection interface needs
not be a WSXL component. The developer can create new and more abstract UI components. Finally,
WSXL can be used for interactive Web Services applications, involving human participants.

3.3.12 eXtensible user-Interface Markup Language (XICL)
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The eXtensible user-Interface Markup Language (XICL) [12] is an easy way to develop User Interface
Components to Browser-based software. New UI components are created from HTML components
and other XICL components. The XICL description is translated into DHTML code. An XICL documents
is composed by a UI description composed by HTML or XICL elements and several components (Struc-
ture, Properties, Events and Methods). XICL is a language for the UI development whose structure and
behaviour is an abstract level. It also promotes reuse and extensibility of user interface components.

3.3.13 eXtensible Interface Markup Language (XIML)
The eXtensible Interface Markup Language (XIML)  [13]  [14],  is  a  language developed by Redwhale
Software, derived from XML. It enables a framework for the definition and interrelation of interaction
data items [15]. XIML can provide a standard mechanism for applications and tools to interchange
interaction data and to interoperate within integrated user-interface engineering processes, from de-
sign, to operation, to evaluation.
The XIML language is mainly composed of four types of components: models, elements, attributes,
and relations between the elements. The presentation model is composed of several embedded ele-
ments, which correspond to the widgets of the UI, and attributes of these elements representing their
characteristics (colour, size…). The relations at the presentation level are mainly the links between
labels and the widgets that these labels describe. XIML supports design, operation, organization, and
evaluation functions; it is able to relate the abstract and concrete data elements of an interface; and
it enables knowledge-based systems to exploit the captured data. XIML is also able to store the models
developed in MIMIC [16]. MIMIC is a meta-language that structures and organizes interface models.
It divides the interface into model components: user-task, presentation, domain, dialog, user, and
design models. The design model contains all the mappings between elements belonging to the other
models. The XIML is thus the updated XML version of this previous language.

3.3.2 UIDLs Comparison

A comparative review of some selected user interface description languages is produced in order to
understand their scopes and their differences. Table 2 compares the properties of the different UIDLs
according to the following criteria:

Models: This criterion gives the aspects of the UI that can be specified in the description of
the UIs.

o The task model is a description of the task to be accomplished by the worker,
o the domain model is a description of the objects the worker manipulates, accesses or

visualizes through the UIs,
o the presentation model contains the static representation of the UI and
o the dialog model holds the conversational aspect of the UI.

Tools: Some of the languages are supported by authoring tools and rendering engines.
Supported languages:  Specifies the programming languages to which the XML-based UIDLs
can be translated.
Supported platforms: Specifies the computing platform on which the language can be ren-
dered by execution, interpretation or both.
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Table 2: Properties Comparison of UIDLs [19].

UIDL Models Tools Supported lan-
guages

Supported plat-
forms

DISL Presentation, di-
alog and control

Rendering engine VoiceXML, Java
MIDP, Java Swing,
Visual C++,

Mobile and lim-
ited devices

GIML Presentation, di-
alog and domain

GITK (Generalized
Interface Toolkit)

C++, Java, Perl Not specified

ISML Presentation,
task, dialog and
domain

Under construc-
tion

Java, Microsoft
foundation class,
Java swing classes

Desktop PC, 3D
screen

RIML There is no infor-
mation

There is no infor-
mation

XHTML, XFORMS,
XEvents, WML

Smart phone,
pda, Mobile,
Desktop Pc

SeescoaXML Task, presenta-
tion, dialog

CCOM (BetaVer-
sion 1.0 2002) Pa-
coSuite MSC Edi-
tor

Java AWT, Swing,
HTML, java.mi-
croedition, app-
let, VoxML, WML
Juggler

Mobile, desktop
PC, Palm III

SunML Presentation, di-
alog, domain

SunML Compiler Java Swing,
voiceXML, HTML,
UIML

Desktop Pc

TeressaXML Presentation,
task, dialog

CTTE Tool for task
Models Teresa

Markup: Digital
TV, VoiceXML,
XHTML/SVG, X+V,
Programming: C#

DigitalTV, Mobile,
Desktop PC

UIML Presentation, di-
alog, domain

UIML.net,
VoiceXML rende-
rer, WML rende-
rer, VB2UMIL

HTML, Java, C++,
VoiceXML, QT,
CORBA, and WML

desktop PC,
handheld device,
tv, mobile

WSXL Presentation, di-
alog, domain

Not specified HTML PC, Mobile phone

XICL Presentation, di-
alog

XICL STUDIO HTML, ECMAS-
cript, CSS e DOM

Desktop PC

XIML Presentation,
task, dialog, do-
main

XIML Schema HTML, java swing,
WLM

Mobile, desktop
PC, PDA

UsiXML SketchiXML,
GraphiXML,
FlowiXML,
FlasiXML,
QtkiXML, Inter-
piXML

HTML, XHTML,
VoiceXML,
Java3D, VRML,
X3D, XAML, Java,
Flash, QTk, WML,
XHTML, X+V, C++,

Mobile, Pocket
PC, interactive ki-
osk, wall screen,
pda,
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3.4 Physical Modelling

A model is usually seen as a representation of selected aspects of the reality resp. a particular domain
of interest to the modeller [113]. A model has the following characteristics [114]:

Simplification, abstraction: i.e. the model does not cover all aspects of reality but only those
of special interest.
Representation of one or more concepts in the real world; therefore, it can be seen as a kind
of “image” of reality.
Purposefulness, pragmatism: models replace reality for certain subjects, for a certain time
intervals or for certain operations / functions.

A high level classification of models is based on the United States Department of Defense Modeling
and Simulation (M&S) Glossary [115] where models are defined as a physical, mathematical, or logical
representation of a system. Furthermore, models can be divided into formal vs. informal, descriptive
vs. analytical and/or static vs. dynamic (executable). [113]

Following this argumentation, a physical model is a concrete representation that is distinguished from
mathematical and logical models; whereas, the latter are more abstract [113]. This is also the subject
of this section: physical modelling considers the elements, structures, processes, functionality of a
system (product, production system, etc.) in a way that relevant characteristics are kept in the model
so that the accessibility and comprehensibility is quite high. This distinguishes physical modelling from
more abstract forms, where systems are represented by a system of equations or by logical state-
ments.

Modelling and simulation (Figure 15) play an important role when designing and optimizing manufac-
turing systems. Models represent all the relevant objects and their hierarchy and interrelation in a
manufacturing system and support a common language between participants in the planning process,
the analysis and evaluation as well as the development of concepts for system design. Dynamic models
can be used for investigating the behaviour of a system over time using stochastic distributions. The
basic relationship between modelling and simulation is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Relationship between planning modelling and simulating in manufacturing systems [49].
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In a manufacturing system’s model, there are different object classes. A typical distinction is between
organization, physical objects and information / control (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Framework for object models in manufacturing systems [49].

Physical objects can be further divided into parts/ products, equipment and human resources. Equip-
ment usually consists of machining, assembly, storage and transportation means. Information/ control
objects cover processes, plans, orders, etc.

Information objects (mainly processes), resources (human and hardware) and parts/ products are in-
terrelated: orders define product demand, processes define which resources are needed when to ma-
nipulate parts resp. semi-finished products and plans define when and where the processes are exe-
cuted. For products, resources and processes sometimes sub-models are built. This is shown in Figure
12.
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Figure 12: Data flow scheme in the virtual factory [47].

In product sub-models the hierarchical product structure is modelled. In process models there is a
specific process for each item in the product structure (final product, subassembly, parts) which con-
sists of operations, which in turn may also be hierarchically organized [51]. Such hierarchies and inter-
relations are also used for ontologies [54].

Furthermore the described sub-models or classes shall be used for standardizing modelling ap-
proaches (reference model) in the context of cyber-physical systems engineering (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Schematic class overview of a possible reference model [52].

For the hierarchy especially of resources there are already standards available (Table 3):
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Table 3: Reference activity model [50]

Control level ISA 88 Control level FDI Interpretation

Enterprise Enterprise
A manufacturing enterprise may consist of one or more

business units

Site
Business unit, de-

partment
A business unit may consist of one or more factories

Area Factory, plant A factory must consist of one or more manufacturing lines

Process cell Manufacturing line
A manufacturing line must consist of one or more manu-

facturing processes

Unit
Manufacturing pro-

cess

A manufacturing process must consist of one or more

pieces of equipment

Equipment module Equipment, labour An equipment must consist of one or more components

Control module
Equipment compo-

nent

An equipment component is the lowest element in this

functional breakdown

Modelling is done with the help of software tools. A possible classification is given through Table 4.
Tools are mainly focused on a certain task in the product or equipment lifecycle. All tools dealing
mainly with the product itself are subsumed under the term product lifecycle management.

Table 4: Classification of modelling tools (similar to VDI 4499 [56])

Production planning and factory planning Product development
Digital Factory

Groupware, project manage-
ment, knowledge management

Virtual Reality and digital mock up

La
yo

ut
pl

an
ni

ng

M
at

er
ia

lf
lo

w
sim

-
ul

at
io

n

Er
go

no
m

ic
ss

im
u-
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tio

n

Ro
bo
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sa

nd
N

C
sim

ul
at

io
n

CA
M

,C
AQ

,C
AP

CA
D

FE
M

In practice there are numerous applications for the aforementioned classes. A rough (and not com-
plete) overview is given though Table 5.
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Table 5: Overview of typical software applications for modelling in (industrial) engineering

Layout planning
Material flow simu-

lation

Ergonomics simu-

lation

Robotics and NC-Sim-

ulation

PLM

Microstation (3D)

(static)

Plant Simulation

(3D) (dynamic) by

Siemens PLM

Ema (3D) (dynam-

ich) by imk auto-

motive

AutoMod (dy-
namic)(2D&3D) by
SimPlan

Arena PLM by
Arena Solutions

visTABLE®touch

(2D) (static)

Simul8 (2D) (dy-

namic) by SimPlan

DELMIA Ergonom-

ics (3D) (dynamic)

Demo3D (3D) (dy-
namic) by SimPlan

Autodesk by
Vault

CLASS Warehouse

Layout and Simula-

tion (dynamic)

(2D&3D)

Anylogic (dynamic)

(2D&3D)

RAMSIS (3D) (dy-

namic) by Human

Solutions

Caatia & DELMIA Ro-
botics by Dassault Sys-
tèmes (3D) (static)

Teamcenter by
Siemens

Layout3D (3D) (dy-

namic) by Simplan

taraVRbuilder (3D)

(dynamic) by tara-

kos

Jack and Process

Simulate Human

(3D) (dynamic) by

Siemens PLM

Robcad (3D) (dynamic)
by Siemens PLM

Agile by Oracle

Visual Components

tools

Sim3D (3D) (dy-

namic) by Simplan

Visual Components
tools

SAP PLM by SAP

Enterprise Dynamics

(3D)(dynamic) by

Simulation Solution

Windchill by
PTC

ENOVIA by Das-
sault Systèmes

The models themselves might be classified by the following characteristics:
Visualization, among others dimensions (2D, 3D) and degree of immersion.
Resolution level.
Behaviour (static/ dynamic).
Purpose and target audience.

A possible taxonomy of visualization is given through Figure 14.
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Criteria Specification

Primary function: Intention Identification Localization Correlation Association Comparison
Structure
and pat-
terns

Grouping Classification

Type of information to be
represented Qualitative Quantitative

Qualitative
and quanti-
tative

Information relationship Independent Relational Circular Hierarchical Network

In
fo

rm
at

io
n

en
co

di
ng

Level of measure-
ment None

Nominal
discrete

Ordinal dis-
crete

Ordinal
continuous

Interval dis-
crete

Interval
continuous

Ratio
discrete

Ratio contin-
uous

Dimension of de-
pendent variables None 1D 2D 3D nD

Figure 14: Taxonomy of visualization techniques from the information-related point of view [57]

The resolution level describes how detailed the model represents the real system (Table 6):

Table 6: Resolution levels [48]

Level ISA-95/ ISA-88
Objects/ term Modelled phenomena Key en-

tity
Time-scales
modelled

Simulation
paradigm

Cell Work centre Production of batches of parts
through a multi-step process plan

Part
batch

Minutes to
hours DES

Machine Work unit
Production of parts at a single ma-
chine including batch and part setup
and ejection

Part Seconds to
minutes DES / ABS

Process Actual produc-
tion process

Physics of the transformation pro-
cess such as turning and milling for
individual parts

Part fea-
tures

Milliseconds
to seconds

Continuous
based on
equations

The behaviour of models characterises if variables in the models (and the model itself) can be changed
based on a timeframe.

Figure 15: Classification of simulation models [55]
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Models can be used for different purposes. An overview and also the relation to different target
groups are provided in Table 7:

Table 7: Relations between application purpose and targeted group [55]
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m
ar

ke
t-

Cu
st

om
er

Pu
bl

ic

System analysis
Modelling
Validation
Experimentation
Representation and
interpretation of re-
sults
Training
Operation parallel
Sales promotion and
public relation
Interdisciplinary com-
munication

full applicable  partly applicable

When modelling human resources, modelling approaches can be divided into task based modelling
and inverse dynamic modelling (Table 8).

Table 8: Characteristics of modelling methods for humans [53]

Task based modelling Inverse dynamic modelling

Inputs Anthropometry information

Target location/ orientation

Human location/ orientation

Anthropometry information

Maker’s trajectories

Ground reaction forces

Outputs Joint trajectories
Joint absolute angels

Joint relative angels

Joint trajectories
Joint absolute angels

Joint relative angels

Joint forces, moments and powers

Strength Easy to generate human postures and
motions

High accuracy in simulation

Applicability for complex motions

Weakness Low accuracy in simulation

Applicability for simple reaching motions

Experimental setup in the real world
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3.5 User Behaviour Simulation

User behaviour describes a users’ interaction with a system. A user’s behaviour consists of a set of
actions undertaken by a user interacting with the system in order to reach a goal or complete a task
(IGI Global Disseminator of Knowledge).

The understanding of human behaviour plays an important role in simulations, games, and human-
computer interaction systems [74]. The objective is to offer better interaction and assistance. The
ultimate objective of user modelling is the benefit of users. [65]

A user’s behaviour is the key to the performance of a whole (socio-technical) system. Hereby, perfor-
mance does not only mean (technical or monetary) measures of effectiveness or efficiency, but also
user satisfaction and health. [75]

One of the probably earliest user models was introduced by Wilson in the 1980s resp. 1990s. This
model aims at explaining the information seeking behaviour of users (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Information behaviour model [73]

Another famous model was developed to explain the acceptance of an IT system – the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM). This model will be further analysed in Factory2Fit deliverable D1.5 related
with “Design and evaluation framework and measuring tools” [108]. The original model (Figure 17)
was introduced by Davis [63] and has undergone numerous extensions so far.

Figure 17: Original TAM [63]

Most of the early (and also modern) models are based on the Theory of planned behaviour and/or the
Theory of reasoned action [59], which postulate that an actual (and observable) behaviour is only
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shown if an intention was formerly developed. This intention is influenced by subjective norms, atti-
tudes and perceived control. The process of forming the intention and also the role of norms, attitudes
and perceived control is moderated by external variables like demographics, the personal value sys-
tem, personality traits, etc. [69]

According to Yordanova [74] three main purposes for human behaviour modelling can be distin-
guished:

Simulation, which is the process of imitating a real world situation or behaviour. Simulation
does not take into account how probable the execution sequence is, it just gives a sample of
a future trajectory.
Prediction, which defines a probability distribution across an action space. There is not only a
sample of a future trajectory, but also the probability of this action sequence happening.
Inference, which not only tries to predict future behaviour, but also to find the reasons behind
this behaviour.

There are numerous human behaviour models. In an extensive analysis, the following structures resp.
basic approaches could be identified [74]:

Process-based models

Process-based models describe activities through a set of actions with transitions that lead from one
action to another in order to achieve a goal. Process-based models represent human behaviour as a
composite structure of activities with transitions defining the next activity. Thus, when describing how
to reach a goal, the process-based model will go through several activities until reaching the desired
state.

Process-based models can either be grammar-based models, where the human behaviour is described
in the form of grammar and rules, or process calculi, which represent a diverse family of related ap-
proaches for modelling of concurrent systems.

Causal (state-based) models

Causal models do not specify a set of actions with which a goal can be achieved, but rather define the
precondition for reaching it, the effects after the goal has been reached and a set of states through
which one should go in order to reach the goal state.

For capturing causality, different statistical models have been used. The main models are linear mod-
els, TFIDF-based models, Markov models, neural networks, classification and rule-induction methods,
and Bayesian networks [70] [76]. Recent extensions have been for instance the integration of emo-
tions [62] or the use of user behaviour ontologies [68].

The simulation itself, especially following the process-based approach, is done for instance based on
activity based approach, coloured Petri nets [71] or using multi-agent systems [64].
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Because the characteristics of a user (user profile) are not necessarily constant but change over time
or are based on the interaction with the system or with other internal or external variables, an evolving
systems approach is proposed [67]. Hereby, a distinction should be made if the system is adaptive or
adaptable (Table 9).

Table 9: Comparison between adaptive and adaptable systems [65]

Adaptive Adaptable

Definition Dynamic adaptation by the system itself

to current task and current user

User changes (with substantial system sup-

port) the functionality of the system

Knowledge Contained in the system, projected in dif-

ferent ways

Knowledge is extended

Strengths Little (or no) effort by the user, no special

knowledge of the user is required

User is in control, user knows her/his task

best, system knowledge will fit better, suc-

cess model exists

Weaknesses User has difficulties developing a coher-

ent model of the system, loss of control,

few (if any) success models exist

Systems become incompatible, user must do

substantial work, increased complexity, user

needs to learn the adaptation component

Required mecha-

nisms

Models of users, task dialogues,

knowledge base of goals and plans,

matching capabilities, incremental up-

date of models

Layered architecture, domain models,

“back-talk” from the system, design ra-

tionale

Yordana [74] identified five groups of requirements for a human behaviour modelling:

Requirements for procedural modelling (composition, hierarchy, sequences, loops, interleav-
ing activities, choice, constraints, enabling, disabling, priority, independence, suspend, re-
sume).
Requirements for parallel execution modelling (parallelism, synchronisation).
Requirements for probabilistic modelling (observation models, probabilities for action se-
quences, probable durations of activities).
Requirements for causal modelling (preconditions, effects, relation to prior knowledge).
Requirements for modelling purpose (simulation, prediction, causal inference, state estima-
tion, parameter estimation, detecting errors, unknown actions detection).

Those should be taken into account when modelling and simulating user behaviours.

According to Tick [72] the modelling of user’s behaviour (here in the context of HCI design) includes
two fundamentally different steps:
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1. Definition of the initial model: this model is set up in the course of the implementation phase,
before the design of the user interface, and it provides a base for the user interface design.

2. Definition of the adaptivity of the user interface and its integration into the system; this sys-
tem possessing this adaptive feature continuously collects information about the user’s be-
haviour during its usage, it evaluates these information and finally on the basis of the results,
it adapts to the user’s changed behavioural habits by changing the user interface.

One interesting approach with respect to a modelling strategy and a comprehensive usage of user
models was proposed by Hlavacs and Kotsis [66]. They present a user behaviour model framework
that is constructed in a top down manner, consisting of various layers. Those layers offer services to
the next higher layer and require services from the layers below.

As user behaviour modelling has been mainly a discipline of information technology, HCI design etc. it
has gained increased attention on other areas of manufacturing systems design.

In Industrial Engineering, two types of human performance models can be identified [60]:

Models of high-level factors dealing with complex interactions of psychological mechanisms.
For example job satisfaction is known to impact work performance, but it is mediated by psy-
chological and environmental factors. Such models are inherently complex, context specific
and dependent on individual differences between people.
Models of low-level factors represent basal physiological mechanisms. For example models of
dehydration provide estimates of performance changes, mediated by environmental condi-
tions. Such models are relatively simple and can be applied to any individual.

Baines et al. [60] propose a framework for human performance modelling which is shown in Figure
18.
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Figure 18: Framework for human performance modelling [60]

Research in this field aims to improve the accuracy and reliability of simulation prediction by including
models of human factors [60].
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4 Theories of work satisfaction and performance
The former chapter analysed the standards, methodologies, as well as user behaviour simulation
frameworks that will be used for the development of worker and dynamic worker models for the Fac-
tory2Fit project. This chapter introduces theoretical background for the Worker Model parameters
from the job satisfaction and work performance perspectives that will complete the needed elements
for the development of more compound models.

4.1 Definition of job satisfaction

The two most common definitions for job satisfaction describe it as: “a pleasurable or positive emo-
tional state resulting from the appraisal of one's job or job experiences” [90] and “the extent to which
people like (satisfaction) or dislike (dissatisfaction) their jobs” [95]. Job satisfaction can be considered
as an overall attitude towards work in general, or in relation to different aspects of work, such as,
colleagues,  salary,  the nature of  work itself,  supervision,  or  working conditions  [95].  The extent  to
which work properties meet or exceed the personal expectations of employees determines the level
of job satisfaction [90]. Satisfaction with the nature of work, including job challenge, autonomy, vari-
ety and scope, predicts best the overall job satisfaction [92].

Job satisfaction may predict absenteeism [97] and the turnover intentions of employees [79] [92]. In
addition, employees with high job satisfaction seem to return faster back to work after physical (e.g.
musculoskeletal and back) injuries [82] [86].

4.2 Factors influencing job satisfaction

According to the Job Characteristics Model (JCM) [84], satisfaction with the nature of work, together
with other important job related outcomes, occur when the work is intrinsically motivating. The de-
gree of motivation depends on whether 1) the work is experienced as personally meaningful, valuable
and worthwhile, 2) employees perceive themselves as personally accountable and responsible for the
work outcomes, and 3) employees are aware how well they perform in their work (Figure 19). Fur-
thermore, the model postulates five key job characteristics, which influence these motivational fac-
tors: skill variety (the degree of utilizing different skills and talents of employees), task identity (the
degree to which identifiable pieces of work can be completed from the beginning to the end), task
significance (the job having a substantial impact on other people), autonomy (independence and dis-
cretion to influence the schedule and ways of working) and feedback (obtaining direct and clear infor-
mation about the effectiveness of one’s work performance). Increased job autonomy seems to be also
directly associated with job satisfaction [78].
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Figure 19: Job Characteristics Model [84]

Other key factors for job satisfaction are work stress, affective state (mood and emotions) during
work, experiencing work achievements and the opportunity to participate in decision making. In ad-
dition, person-specific and social factors influence job satisfaction.

Work-related stress

Work-related stress refers to the prolonged situation where the work demands exceed employees’
perceived resources i.e. the skills and capabilities to cope with the demands [80]. The Job-Demands-
Control-Support Model is one of the most common theories of stress, according to which high job
strain (stress) results from high job demands coupled with low decision latitude or control in terms of
one’s work [87]. Job demands refer to the workload related aspects, such as, time pressure, unclear
tasks or work responsibilities, and cognitive load resulting from multi-tasking, interruptions, commu-
nication overload, other people talking at the background and sounds, movement or light flashes
catching one’s attention [98]. Job control refers to the employees’ decision-making freedom regarding
work properties (tasks, effort and schedule), similar to the autonomy factor in the Job Characteristics
Model [84]. The degree of job control employees’ have over their work and the social support they
receive in it improves the abilities to cope in demanding situations [88]. Furthermore, both “high strain
job” and “passive job” (i.e. low job demands and low job decision latitude) seem to be associated with
job dissatisfaction [87].

Levi & Levi [89] have proposed an exhaustive list of various work-related stressors, which includes
inadequate work scheduling and break (rest) cycles during work shifts; cognitive overload; lack of
feedback on one’s work performance; low job autonomy; ambiguous goals and roles; fragmented,
repetitive, monotonous work with low task variety; discrimination; environmental factors such as ex-
cessive noise, heat, and vibration; unsafe working environment, and physical workload such as lifting
heavy loads, working in static or difficult positions, continuous sitting and applying strength through
hands. [98]
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Affective state

Emotions are affective states that are evoked by events, thus having a clear cause. Moods, on the
other hand, are states that are vaguer, lacking a direct contextual provocation, but which may follow
from emotions [96]. Emotions, mood influence attitudes and behaviours, the association between
work-related affective states and job satisfaction have been observed in some studies [81] [96]. The
frequency of feeling positive emotions at work seems to be a better predictor for job satisfaction than
the intensity of the emotion [81]. Fisher [81] suggests that employers, who wish to enhance the job
attitudes of their employees, should aim for providing work environments that are free from minor
irritations and hassles, evoking mild but frequent negative emotions in the employees, and implement
small, reinforcing events that take place frequently. Negative emotions can also signal about the learn-
ing needs of employees [94].

Perceived success at work

Reaching one’s work-related personal goals, i.e. performance goals which are valued by the person,
increases job satisfaction. Success at work leads to self and task satisfaction, pride in performance and
the sense of achievement. Thus, it is important that the worker has clear goals and receives feedback
regarding their performance in relation to these goals, especially highlighting personal achievements.
[91][98]

Participation in work design

The opportunities for employees to be involved in work related decision making promotes job satis-
faction and is  closely  related to  job autonomy [93].  For  instance,  workers  appreciate  the ability  to
participate in the planning of their work and apply their ideas in work, as well as, working in an envi-
ronment which encourages open discussions regarding work practises [78]. When employees are able
to influence the decisions that have impact on them, they are more likely to value the outcomes of
the decisions, which reinforce job satisfaction. High-level participation is associated with high level
satisfaction, occurring when employees are involved in generating alternatives, planning processes
and evaluating results. [93]

Individual factors

Job satisfaction is to some extent influenced by personality, since people with a positive outlook are
prone to be satisfied with various dimensions of their life, including their job, compared to people
with negative dispositions [92]. A U-shaped relationship between age and job satisfaction have been
observed in some studies. Moreover, as psychological well-being (e.g. the work-family life balance)
and physical health influence satisfaction in life in general, these factors influence also work related
attitudes.

Social factors

Social support provided by supervisors and co-workers is an important predictor for job satisfaction.
The behaviour of supervisors is crucial in terms of supporting employees to complete their work du-
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ties, fair treatment of employees, the fluency of communication with employees, providing construc-
tive feedback, allowing employees’ to feel valued, encouraging personal development, and providing
recognition for achievements. The forms of social support amongst co-workers involve the feeling of
social cohesion, friendship, emotional support and frequent contact with others.

4.3 Models of work performance

Theoretical framework for modelling human performance

Baines et al. [77] introduced a theoretical framework, which summarizes the principal factors influ-
encing human performance in the manufacturing production involving mostly manual tasks. In the
framework, human performance is described via six metrics: the delay time occurring before an oper-
ator actually starts to work with a task, after the conditions required to begin the task are met (de-
pendability); the time of completing the task (activity time); accuracy and reliability in conducting the
task (error rate); as well as, absenteeism rate, accident rate and staff turnover rate. The last three
metrics influence performance in the long-term (Figure 20).

The identified factors influencing performance metrics are based on an extensive literature review
into several areas, such as, manufacturing management, behavioural sciences, health and safety, or-
ganizational studies and economics. The authors identified altogether 65 factors, which they evalu-
ated based on four criteria: general relevance for human performance relevant to manual and repet-
itive activities, specific relevance to manual production work or individual human performance met-
rics, robustness of the factor regarding its impact and credibility, and measurability of the factor. The
factors were ranked based their overall scoring on these four dimensions, the score ranging from 1 to
15. Factors scoring 9 points or higher, were incorporated to the framework. Altogether 30 factors were
included, divided into the categories of individual worker, physical working environment and organi-
zational working structure. The work ethics and skill level, range and experience of an individual
worker are also part of these factors, though these are missing from the Figure 20.

In addition, sufficient sleep and recovery are vital individual worker related factors to consider, since
tiredness influences negatively work performance, such as the cognitive ability to process information,
memory capacity, attentiveness, learning ability, mood and creativity [98]. Though sleep was not in-
corporated into the framework of Baines et al.  [77], sleep patterns together with lifestyle scored 8
points in their evaluations for the identified factors, which is just below their cut-off point (9 points).

Finally, the mediation box between the factors and performance measures in the Figure 20 refers to
a relationship model, which describes how person-specific and environmental factors together predict
human performance.
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Figure 20: Theoretical framework for human performance [85]

High performance cycle

According to the high performance cycle model introduced by Locke and Latham [91], employees who
face challenging, but well-defined work-related goals, accompanied by high self-efficacy (i.e. personal
expectancy of success or the confidence in being able to perform well) produce high performance
results, given that the employees are personally committed to the goals, they receive feedback re-
garding their progress towards the goals and have adequate ability to approach the goals, and the
environmental constraints are low. Goals may be set for various aspects of performance, e.g. physical
effort, reaction speed, quality, production efficiency, time spent on a task, profit, and cost.

High performance is achieved through four mechanisms: high goals and high self-efficacy lead individ-
uals to persist longer at tasks than do easy goals or low self-efficacy; high goals and high self-efficacy
lead people to exert more effort (work harder) on tasks with time limits; goals direct attention and
action toward goal relevant activities at the expense of other activities; and goals stimulate people to
develop task strategies to attain their goals. High performance, when rewarding, leads to job satisfac-
tion, which in turn facilitates commitment to the organization and its goals (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: High performance cycle [91]
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5 Factory2Fit Worker Modelling Methodology
A Worker Model represents various worker characteristics, which can be used to define a worker and
his/her abilities [18]. Worker Model includes worker’s preferences, knowledge and attributes gener-
ally, or for a particular task. The development of the models that will be introduced in this chapter
derives from the standards, methodologies and theories provided in chapter 3 and chapter 4. The
Factory2Fit Worker Modelling methodology is being built based on these three main building blocks:

Worker Model
Adaptive Worker Model
Worker Profile

Worker  Model  is  a  static  model  including general  worker  characteristics,  though Adaptive Worker
Model, which will be analyzed in Chapter 6, is a dynamic Worker Model describing the relations be-
tween worker characteristics with multiple other elements in the working area. The Factory2Fit
worker modelling methodology is based on the ontology based Factory2Fit adaptation architecture.
Based on these components a methodology has been synthesized during the first months of the pro-
ject. This methodology is described in the following sections.

As far as worker characteristics concerns, based on the theories of work satisfaction and performance,
various important factors can be identified which influence the well-being of workers and their work
performance, thus many of these are relevant also for the Factory2Fit Worker model. However, only
the factors anticipated as ethically feasible, acceptable by the workers, and practically possible to
measure in  the Factory2Fit  industrial  use cases  are  included in  the Factory2Fit  Worker  model.  For
instance, performing IQ tests is not foreseen to be accepted by the workers, which is why this factor
is  omitted from the model.  The characteristics  selected for  the Factory2Fit  Worker  model  are  de-
scribed in detail in this chapter and in chapter 6.

5.1 Factory2Fit Worker modelling methodology outline

Factory2Fit Worker Modelling methodology (Figure 22) follows a top-down approach where initially
at the top-level the Worker Model is an abstract related model referring to different general worker
characteristics, described via ontologies (section 3.1) that can be potentially used-extended. In the
mid-level of the hierarchy, the Adaptive Worker Model refers to the interaction between worker char-
acteristics and any other element in the working area. The results of this level could also be potentially
used by the broader community for applications that are however relevant to the Factory2Fit applica-
tions scenarios. On the final level of the hierarchy, Worker Profile refers to specific characteristics a
single worker has. This profile will  be used in further WPs to associate the worker with the proper
tasks and machines existing in the working area.
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Worker Model

Worker Model is a work-related abstract model that refers to a high level description of several worker
characteristics. It is developed with respect to several characteristics, which are broken down accord-
ing to the characteristics category. A Worker Model, that will be stored in ontologies, will include mul-
tiple characteristic’s related parameters like characteristic’s description, metrics, etc.

Adaptive Worker Model

Adaptive Worker Model includes worker characteristics referred in Worker Model and other working
area related characteristics. These elements refer to machine, task and contextual characteristics with
which the worker interacts daily. Adaptive Worker Model is a dynamic and highly adaptable model.

Worker Profile

Worker Profile refers to a single worker and the set of characteristics he/she has. Worker Profile can
be comprised of one or more Adaptive Worker Models. The difference between each worker profile
refers to the different and specific characteristics a single worker has.

Figure 22: Factory2Fit Worker Modelling methodology

Characteristics’ analysis has an important part in the Worker Model definition; worker characteristics
can be described as low level as possible, in order to find the best matching between worker and
machinery / tasks. Each characteristic consists of one or more variables describing its content. Fur-
thermore, every variable has a concept name and one or more parameters. The concept name is the
generic description of the variable’s content, and parameter is the quantitative description of the
worker’s properties and constraints with respect to the variable’s concept name (Figure 23).
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Figure 23: Characteristic analysis into its components

The advantage of using ontology for specification purposes gives a great potential to the models. On-
tology describes the basic conceptual terms, semantics and relationships among them and also pro-
vides a common basis for communication and collaboration between heterogeneous artefacts. A fully
semantic description of the Worker Model will allow the use of inference engines in the simulation
environment.

A Worker Model and Worker Profile introduction follows in the next section. Adaptive Worker Model,
machine, task and environmental characteristics and the relations between them and the worker will
be analysed further in chapter 6.

5.2 Work-related Profile

Worker Model is ontology based model including a wide variety of characteristics that describe the
abilities of a worker in multiple dimensions (physical, sensorial, cognitive). Worker Profile derives from
the Adaptive Worker Model and refers to a set of characteristics a worker has. Work-related Profile is
being used to personalize each worker.

In order to make a more compound and structured Worker Model, all the worker characteristics were
gathered and classified in four major categories (Figure 24). Those categories are:

Wellbeing
Generic Properties
Skills
Preferences/ Aversions

Each one of these categories includes multiple worker characteristics. Those characteristics are further
defined by their variables, in order to better describe their content.

Every characteristic has one or more variables that describe further its multiple aspects and every
category. Furthermore, each variable has one or more parameters defining the variable’s value (Figure
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25). Some characteristics are lacking variables’ or parameters’ definition, because Worker Model de-
velopment is at a very early stage and not all variables or parameters have been defined. Those vari-
ables and parameters will be explicitly defined in the next version of the deliverable (M18). Table 10
presents the worker characteristics and their categories.

Figure 24: Worker Model characteristic's categories

Table 10: Categories of worker characteristics and characteristics’ variables

Category Characteristics Variables

Wellbeing

Emotional states

Physiological activation

Exhaustion

Boredom

Frustration

Tension

Physical activity

Step count

Sedentary periods

Standing periods

Social  interaction  –  number  of  in-

stances

Work rhythm

Length of continuous work

Timing of work periods

Number of breaks

Sleep
Quality of sleep

Length of sleep

Work satisfaction

General work satisfaction

Perceived workload

Work day specific satisfaction
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Category Characteristics Variables
Perceived competence – job
demand balance

Generic properties

Demographic background
Year of birth

Gender

Psychological

Personality traits (big five)

Learning traits

Specific mental disabilities

Physical

Height

Walking speed

Specific physical disabilities

Skills

Work Experience

Knowledge on relevant tasks
Comprehension of relevant
processes
Job tenure

Experience with tools

Performance

Time to finish task

Errors (number, quality)

Number of complete tasks

per time

Recovery time from mistakes

Machine usage time

Social skills

Ability to cooperate

Communication skills

Motivation

Ability to deal with conflict

Language skills

to be explicitly defined in the

next version of the delivera-

ble (M18)

Intercultural competences

Preferences/Aversions

Tasks

Co-workers

Working hours/shift

Shift model
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Category Characteristics Variables

Tools

Preferences/Aversions

Level of participation

Level of personal feedback

Level of personal adaptation

Figure 25: Worker characteristic analyses.

All the characteristics and the variables that compound the Worker Model can be classified, based on
their description, in further two worker models, the Strong characteristics Worker Model and the Soft
characteristics Worker Model (Figure 26). Strong characteristics Worker Model describes the worker
functionalities that provide some kind of process. On the other hand, Soft characteristics Worker
Model includes the properties that do not naturally relate to any simple functional capability, but are
important in relating the proper worker with the machine and task. Each one of these Worker Models
includes the worker characteristics that correspond to each category, based on their content.
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Figure 26: Worker Model division in Strong characteristics Worker Model and Soft characteristics Worker Model

5.2.1 Strong characteristics of the Worker Model

Strong characteristics Worker Model includes mostly physical abilities showing worker’s functionality
that provides some kind of process. This category also includes characteristics showing worker’s gen-
eral knowledge upon a certain operation or task. Every characteristic has one or more variables de-
fined by one or more parameters. Table 11 lists the strong characteristics derived after total worker
characteristics classification.

Table 11: Characteristics included in Strong characteristics Worker Model

Characteristics Variables Parameters

Physical activity Step count Counting worker’s steps

Work satisfaction Perceived competence – job
demand balance

Psychological

Personality traits (big five) Type of traits

Learning traits Type of learning traits

Specific mental disabilities

Physical
Walking speed

Specific physical disabilities

Work experience

Knowledge on relevant tasks Knowledge levels / Operational

knowledge

Comprehension of relevant

processes

Job tenure Years in former position
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Characteristics Variables Parameters

Experience with tools Years in former experience

Language skills Knowledge levels

Tasks to be explicitly defined in the next version of the deliverable (M18)

5.2.2 Soft characteristics of the Worker Model

Soft characteristics Worker Model includes general worker characteristics, such as height, weight etc.
Every characteristic has certain elements defining its parameter, such as heart rate, blood pressure,
etc. The parameter’s final value is defined by the individual values of each element in parameters.
Table 12 lists the soft characteristics with their parameters.

Table 12: Characteristics included in Soft characteristics Worker Model

Characteristics Variables Parameters

Emotional states

Physiological activation

Respiratory patterns

Facial expression

Galvanic skin conductance

EEG-signals

Exhaustion

Energy Costs

Blood lactate level

Respiratory Rate

Heart rate

Blood pressure

subjective feeling

Frustration Facial expression

EEG-signals

Boredom Facial expression

EEG-signals

Emotional states Tension

Heart rate variability

galvanic skin response

Blood lactate level

EEG-signals

Respiratory pattern

Body temperature

Physical activity Length of sedentary periods Number
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Characteristics Variables Parameters
Length of standing periods Number

Social interaction – number of in-

stances

Number of instances

Work rhythm

Length of continuous work

to be explicitly defined in the next

version of the deliverable (M18)

Timing of work periods

Number of breaks

Sleep Quality of sleep

Length of sleep

Work satisfaction

General work satisfaction

Perceived workload

Work day specific satisfac-

tion

Demographic background Year of birth Worker’s age

Gender Worker’s gender

Physical Height Worker’s height

Performance

Time to finish task

to be explicitly defined in the next

version of the deliverable (M18)

Number of complete tasks

per time

Recovery time from mistakes

Errors
Number

Quality

Machine usage time
Idle time

Production time

Social skills

Ability to cooperate
to be explicitly defined in the next

version of the deliverable (M18)
Communication skills

Motivation

Ability to deal with conflict

Language skills

to be explicitly defined in the next version of the deliverable (M18)

Intercultural competencies

Co-workers

Working hours/shift

Shift model
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Characteristics Variables Parameters
Tools

Level of participation
Level of personal feedback

Level of personal adaptation
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6 Adaptive Worker Model
Based on Factory2Fit Modelling methodology presented in chapter 5, after the development of the
static Worker Model, a dynamic model must be introduced. Adaptive Worker Model, presented in this
chapter, is a dynamic and highly adaptable model which includes worker characteristics referred in
Worker Model and other working area related characteristics. It is formed by examining the possible
interactions between worker and other elements in the working area. A proper Adaptive Model should
define these elements, examine their capabilities and parameters, in order to find the best fit among
them. The needed elements which form the Adaptive Worker Model are:

Task characteristics
Machine characteristics
Contextual characteristics

Each one of these categories contributes in a different way in the development of the Adaptive Worker
Model. In this chapter there will be an introduction in these categories and their characteristics, and
also a brief analysis about the relations between these characteristics with the worker, in order to
define the Adaptive Worker Model. Those characteristics were delivered form the theoretical frame-
work for modelling human performance mentioned in chapter 4. Although, some of the factors men-
tioned in this chapter (e.g. conscientiousness and extroversion) cannot be included in worker charac-
teristics, because they do not meet the ethical guidelines of the project.

6.1 Definition of the Adaptive Worker Model

Adaptive Worker Model is an ontology based model that dynamically adapts to the worker’s capabil-
ities, preferences and tasks, by examining all the possible actions/interactions of a worker in a working
area with different entities. The definition of the Adaptive Worker Model consists of multiple aspects
(Figure 27), including the worker characteristics, the machine characteristics that are related with the
worker, the analysis of worker’s tasks and the analysis of the environmental characteristics of the
working area, along with matching individual profiles with the current work [110].
Besides the worker characteristics included in Worker Model (section 5.2), Adaptive Worker Model
includes one more category, the current work content (Figure 28). Characteristics and variables in this
category refer to task and environmental characteristics that are directly linked to the worker. All the
characteristics included in Adaptive Worker Model are presented in Figure 29. Table 13 presents the
additional category with those characteristics and variables.

Figure 27: Adaptive Worker Model
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Figure 28: Adaptive Worker Model characteristic’s categories

Table 13: Characteristics in Current work context category

Category Characteristics Variables

Current work context

Task characteristics

Current task

Required body postures

Distances/Location

Mandatory qualification level

Environmental characteristics

Temperature (Room, Local)

Air pollution

Noise level

Lighting/brightness

Vibrations

Air circulation

Humidity

Social context

Coordination requirements

Communication require-

ments

Dependability on others

Organisation

Shift schedule

Current work hours

Work break schedule
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Figure 29: Mind map with all the worker characteristics for the Adaptive Worker Model

6.2 Task characteristics

Task characteristics describe certain features of one small part of a work process and make it possible
to measure and control a task. Furthermore, the requirements and results of a task can be deducted
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with its characteristics and this allows an evaluation of each task as well as an estimation of the out-
come. In our case, the features of a task will be described in order to define the best fit between task
and worker.

These characteristics can be structured into decisions, general task features, results, dynamics, ergo-
nomics, collaboration, materials / products and decisions (Figure 30).

Figure 30: Task characteristics

Table 14 shows a list of task characteristics and the defining variables.

Table 14: Task characteristics and the defining variables

Parameter Defining variables

number of (sub)-tasks Number

time share(s) of sub-tasks time per sub-task/ overall time

duration of (sub-)tasks Time

task variance number of tasks that require different competencies

task complexity level of required education and experience

type of task classification based on a catalogue

number of materials handled / used Number

likelihood of disturbances OEE (machine); OLE (worker)
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Parameter Defining variables

controllability of disturbances
number and extend of interventions that can be ap-

plied to influence disturbances

predictability of disturbances availability of data and models

predictability of results availability of data and models

controllability of results
number and extend of interventions that can be ap-

plied to the process and the environment

processing time limitation
max allowed processing time / standard processing

time

allowed response time to disturbances Time

likelihood of changes
number of changes / number of tasks processed

(within a given period)

predictability of changes availability of data and models

controllability of changes
number and extend of interventions that can be ap-

plied to the situation/ to the work system

requirements for communication classification (direction, reason)

requirements for coordination Number

dependability on others behaviour/ results

number of relations (predecessors); number of al-

ternatives; number of decoupling points; power to

implement guidelines for others

level of cognitive regulation

percentage of
- monitoring tasks
- manual tasks
- decisions (rule, knowledge based)

criticality of own decisions quantified implication of decisions

availability of necessary information for decisions personal rating

tact rate / cycle time Time

weights to be handled Weight

performed work weight and distance

pressures / forces to be applied Force

number of recreation intervals Number

duration of recreation intervals Time

mandatory / necessary qualification level classification based on a catalogue

accuracy level needed Tolerance
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Parameter Defining variables

buffer times Time

predefined reach distances Distance

perceived autonomy for decisions personal rating

material supply Classification b (ordered, disordered, ..)

required body postures Classification based on a catalogue

EAWS evaluation EAWS points, based on catalogue

6.3 Machine characteristics

In order to define the characteristics of the machine and to ensure a better match to the characteris-
tics of the worker, for the machine similar features have been selected from the worker characteris-
tics. Table 15 shows a list of characteristics to describe the machines.

Table 15: Machine characteristics

Parameter Defining variables

Robustness characteristics / Work rhythm

Length of continuous work periods

Number of downtimes

Timing of shut downs

Type of downtime

Length of downtime

Generic properties / other specific disabilities / damages

Functionality / language Languages

Functionality / performance

Errors

machine usage time

recovery time from down time

Functionality / collaboration
ability to deal with conflict

Communication abilities

Current operating hours

to be explicitly defined in the next version of the de-

liverable (M18)

Number of materials handled / used

Type of machines

Predictability of machine / process behaviour

Controllability of machine behaviour

Tact rate / cycle time

Performed work
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Parameter Defining variables

Number of maintenance intervals

Duration of maintenance intervals

Mandatory / necessary qualification level

Object / process temperature

Level of automation

Visibility

Feedback on machine's own performance Feedback on current state

Location requirements
to be explicitly defined in the next version of the de-

liverable (M18)

Noise level noise emission of machine

Vibrations vibration emission of machine

Type(s) of personal protective equipment (PPE) to

be used

to be explicitly defined in the next version of the de-

liverable (M18)

6.4 Contextual characteristics

The contextual characteristics include all surroundings of the worker that arise from natural forces
within the factory, the machine or the organization of the work itself.  The factors, that need to be
considered, are properties of the environment, e.g. temperature, humidity or noise, as well as condi-
tions determined by the machine, e.g. ergonomic conditions. Furthermore, organizational issues de-
termine the context as well as the shift model. The context is an important part of the Adaptive Capa-
bility Model. Table 16 shows a list of important characteristics and the measures.

Table 16: Important contextual characteristics and their measures

Characteristics Measures

Temperature
Room temperature

Temperature at workspace

Humidity Humidity level

Air circulation Air circulation level

Noise Noise level/ decibel

Vibrations Vibration level

Dust Dust level

Lightning Lightning level

Ergonomic conditions Operating height

Protective equipment Type of personal protective equipment
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Characteristics Measures

Shift work model Type

Actual shift Type

Salary/bonuses Salary/bonuses level

People around Number of people around
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7 Online Worker monitoring and off-line measurements definition
This Chapter consists of a brief analysis of the Smart Sensor Network hardware that will be used,
alongside with the definition of the measurements that define the worker characteristics. Both chap-
ter 5 and 6 introduce the characteristics included in Worker Model and Adaptive Worker Model, with
the parameters of every variable needed to define each worker characteristic. These parameters
should be measured with the proper devices in order to develop a complete Worker Model. In this
chapter there will be an analysis of the devices proposed to be used to measure and gather the values
of these parameters. These parameters are classified, based on the kind of measurement, in the fol-
lowing categories:

Online Worker monitoring: parameters included in online worker monitoring category are
based on the measurements acquired from certain devices used in Smart Sensor Network.
This kind of monitoring concerns the measurements that derive directly from a certain device,
e.g. blood pressure.

1. Off-line measurements: measurements included in this category derive from questionnaires
and interviews, e.g. Specific physical disabilities and knowledge on relevant tasks.

7.1 Smart Sensor Network

Smart Sensor Network consists of smart devices used for data acquisition and processing. These de-
vices can be either smart bands, or smart watches. The differences between those two categories are
relative. Smart watches are more complex devices that can easily substitute smartphones. In most
cases, smartwatches can receive notifications, data and incoming calls. Their operating system sup-
ports many applications and also the processing of incoming and acquired data. On the other hand,
the functionalities of smart bands are much more limited. Typically, these devices are designed to
function either as sports managers and / or control of sleep. Their main role is to receive information
from all the sensors they are equipped and redirect them to an application on a smart device for fur-
ther processing. The suggested smart bands and smart watches for Factory2Fit Smart Sensor network
are analyzed in this section.

1. Microsoft Band 2

Microsoft Band 2 (Figure 31) is a state-the-art smart band from Microsoft. Microsoft Band 2 is an
advanced fitness tracker that connects the user with his/her smart phone, allows its remote control
and in parallel informs the user for personal activity, i.e. the quality of sleep someone has, user’s
heartrate etc. Smart band is cross-compatible with android, iOS and Windows smart devices are the
apps and data visualisation of Microsoft’s Health app.

This smart band is equipped with ten different sensors and a microphone, for immediate data acqui-
sition. Some of the sensors give direct read-outs, such as the constant optical heart-rate sensor, the
UV sensor and GPS. Others are used in combination to detect steps and activity, track workouts and
other things.
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Specifications:

Connectivity: Bluetooth 4.0
Compatibility: Android 4.3+, iPhone 4S or later, Windows Phone 8.1 or later
Sensors: Optical heart rate, 3-axis accelerometer, gyrometer, GPS, ambient light, UV, skin tem-
perature, capacitive sensor, galvanic skin response, Barometer.

2. Samsung Gear 3

Samsung Gear S3 (Figure 32) is a smart watch developed from Samsung. This smartwatch can substi-
tute user’s smartphone or any other smart device by receiving calls, having social media applications
and acquiring personal data and processing them in several integrated apps. The Samsung Gear’s S3
operating system is Tizen-based wearable platform 2.3.2 and it is equipped with four main sensors
and a microphone.

Specifications:

Connectivity: Bluetooth 4.2
Sensors: Accelerometer, gyro, optical heart rate sensor, barometer, GPS, altimeter.

Figure 31: Microsoft Band 2 device Figure 32: Samsung Gear S3 device. Figure 33: FitBit devices (a) Fitbit
Surge,(b) Fitbit Charge HR and (c) Fit-
bit Charge2

1. Fit Bit

FitBit devices (Figure 33) are also a fitness tracker smart band designed by Consumer electronics. They
perform the basic actions of a fitness smart device, though they have also additional features i.e. email
and text capabilities. They are equipped with several devices that measure data such as the number
of steps walked, heart rate, quality of sleep, steps climbed, and other personal metrics involved in
fitness. Alongside their trackers, Fitbit devices offer a mobile app and website that can be used with
or without the Fitbit Tracker, although owning one is recommended.

More information about the Smart Sensor Network hardware that will be used, with expert review
results will be introduced in D1.1 “Enabling technologies” [107].
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7.2 Online Worker monitoring

Online Worker monitoring includes measurements that derive from a certain device used in Smart
Sensor Network, e.g. blood pressure. These measurements will be acquired in specific times, while the
worker is working, in order to check the worker’s state and to define the Worker Profile.

In addition to a number of smart devices, video analytics can also be utilized for monitoring the state
of the workers. The video analytics combined with machine learning provide an alternative mean to
monitor the various aspect of the work environment such as facial expression and the posture of the
worker. Some of the latest researches in machine learning aim at calculating the heart rate of the
person using an image of his/her face. It provides the possibility of measuring various modalities of
the worker using just a single device.

Measurements included in online monitoring are:

1. Step count
2. Respiratory patterns
3. Facial expression
4. Galvanic skin conductance
5. EEG-signals
6. Blood lactate level
7. Respiratory Rate
8. Heart rate
9. Blood pressure
10. Body temperature
11. Length of sedentary periods
12. Length of standing periods
13. Length of continuous work
14. Timing of work periods
15. Number of breaks
16. Quality of sleep
17. Length of sleep
18. Perceived workload
19. Time to finish task
20. Errors (number, quality)
21. Number of complete tasks per time
22. Recovery time from mistakes
23. Machine usage time (Idle time, production time)
24. Pose of the worker

7.3 Off-line measurements

Off-line measurements derive from questionnaires and interviews of workers. These data will be up-
dated by each worker himself/herself in a lower frequency than online worker monitoring parameters.
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2. Perceived competence – job demand balance
3. Personality traits (big five)
4. Learning traits
5. Specific mental disabilities
6. Walking speed
7. Specific physical disabilities
8. Knowledge on relevant tasks
9. Comprehension of relevant processes
10. Job tenure
11. Experience with tools
12. Type of language
13. Everyday Tasks
14. Number of social instances
15. Energy Costs
16. General work satisfaction
17. Perceived workload
18. Work day specific satisfaction
19. Worker’s age
20. Worker’s height
21. Worker’s weight
22. Ability to cooperate
23. Communication skills
24. Motivation
25. Ability to deal with conflict

The list of online worker monitoring and off-line worker measurements is not complete, because Fac-
tory2Fit project is at a preliminary stage. Although this deliverable D2.1 is submitted on M6, these
measurements will be explicitly defined and updated in the next version of the deliverable (M18).

7.4 Definition and Classification of Physical, Sensorial and Cognitive abilities

Except from characteristics, each worker has also multiple abilities, such as physical, cognitive and
sensorial (Figure 34).
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Figure 34: Multiple dimensions- abilities a worker has (physical, cognitive, sensorial)

Physical abilities: refer to abilities that influence strength, endurance, flexibility, balance co-
ordination and psychomotility.
Cognitive abilities: abilities that influence the acquisition and application of knowledge in
problem solving.
Sensorial abilities: abilities that influence visual, auditory and speech perception.

Table 17 provides a sample/possible list of worker abilities referring to these categories. These abilities
have an impact on Worker Model and help in its further development.

Table 17: Examples of Physical, Cognitive and Sensorial abilities of a worker

Physical abilities Cognitive abilities Sensorial abilities

Walk Perception Vision

Run Attention Hearing

Kneel Memory Speech

Bend Visual and Spatial Processing Smelling

Grasp Language

Pull IQ

Push

7.5 Calculation of Overall Labour Efficiency/Effectiveness (OLE) and Overall Equip-
ment Efficiency (OEE)

OEE and related standardisation

OEE is a high-level equipment performance metric and is commonly used for monitoring the running
performance of process plant or as well as shop floor equipment. It was developed as equipment
effectiveness metric in Japan to measure the effectiveness of a manufacturing technique called Total
Productive Maintenance (TPM). It was originally called Overall Equipment Effectiveness. The Semicon-
ductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI) Metrics Committee changed it to Overall Equip-
ment Efficiency, and the methodology is standardised since 2004 and latest release is from 2014 (SEMI
E10, Specification for Definition and Measurement of Equipment Reliability, Availability, and Main-
tainability (RAM) and Utilization and SEMI E79, Specification for Definition and Measurement of Equip-
ment Productivity [79105]).

There is also ISO standard released 2014. ISO 22400 defines key performance indicators (KPIs) used in
manufacturing operations management (ISO 22400-2:2014 (en) Automation systems and integration
— Key performance indicators (KPIs) for manufacturing operations management — Part 2: Definitions
and descriptions). ISO 22400-2:2014 specifies a selected number of KPIs in current practice. The KPIs
are presented by means of their formula and corresponding elements, their time behaviour, their
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unit/dimension and other characteristics. ISO 22400-2:2014 also indicates the user group where the
KPIs are used, and the production methodology to which they correspond. With reference to equip-
ment, the KPIs in ISO 22400-2:2014 relate to work units, as specified in IEC 62264 (ANSI/ISA-95.)

VDMA 66412 series on production indicators exist as well:

VDMA 66412-1. Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) Kennzahlen (2009-10)
VDMA 66412-1/A1 Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) Kennzahlen; Änderung 1 zu
VDMA 66412-1:2009-10  (2010-05)
VDMA 66412-2 Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) Kennzahlen-Wirkmodell (2010-11)
VDMA 66412-3 Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) - Operational Sequence description
of data acquisition (2014-04)
VDMA 66412-10 Manufacturing Execution Systems - Data for Production Indicators (2015-04)

OEE calculation

OEE is based on time analysis and classification of reliability (MTBF), maintainability (MTTR), utilisation
(availability), throughput, and yield (Figure 35). It identifies losses due to equipment failure, set-ups
and adjustments, idling and minor stops, reduced speed, process defects and start up. All of the above
factors are grouped under the following three sub-metrics of equipment efficiency:

1. Availability (Availability Efficiency)

2. Performance efficiency (Operational Efficiency, Rate Efficiency)

3. Rate of quality (Quality Efficiency)

The three sub-metrics and OEE are mathematically related as follows:

OEE, % = availability x performance efficiency x rate of quality x 100
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Figure 35: OEE calculation

Definition of sub-metrics:

1. Availability Efficiency: The fraction of total time that the equipment is in a condition to perform its
intended function = (Equipment Uptime)/(Total Time).

2. Performance Efficiency: The fraction of equipment uptime during which the equipment is pro-
cessing actual units at theoretically efficient rates = (Operational Efficiency) x (Rate Efficiency).

- Operational Efficiency - The fraction of equipment uptime during which the equipment is pro-
cessing actual units = (Production Time) / (Equipment Uptime).

- Rate Efficiency - The fraction of production time during which the equipment is processing actual
units at theoretically efficient rates = (Theoretical Production Time for Actual Units)/(Production
Time)

3. Quality Efficiency: The theoretical production time for effective units divided by the theoretical
production time for actual units.

-   Effective Units=(Actual Units)-(Scrap Units+ Rework Units)

The OEE provides identification of the big losses (Table 18).

Table 18: OEE Six big losses

OEE efficiency
calculations

Major OEE losses Losses sub-category SEMI E10 efficiency cal-
culations

Availability
Set-ups/adjustments

Breakdowns

Non-scheduled
Preventative maintenance
Qualifications
Set-up
Equipment failure
Process failure
Facility failure

Non-scheduled time
Scheduled downtime

Unscheduled downtime

OEE and OEE losses
- Setups/Adjustments
- Breakdowns
- Idling/Minor Stoppages
- Reduced Speed
- Defects/Rework
- Yield

Total Time (365 days x 24 hours)
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Performance
efficiency

Idling/minor
stoppages

Reduced speed

Engineering
No product
No operator
Limited capacity
Slow speed
Stoppage/assist

Engineering time
Standby/idle time
Other time losses
Tool speed losses
Average batch size
Productive

Rate of quality Defects/rework
Yield

Rework
Scrap

Quality losses

OEE provides a systematic way to classify and study equipment efficiency and time related losses. It
helps to identify the actual time the system is producing good units and is best used to identify scope
for process performance improvement, and how to get the improvement. OEE can be used for evalu-
ating different production work time and work shift arrangements and at the same time identify and
evaluate the OEE losses (Table 18).

Adapting OEE to human workers; Overall Labour Efficiency/Effectiveness (OLE)

Following text is partially adapted from Kronos White paper: Overall Labor Effectiveness (OLE): Achiev-
ing a Highly Effective Workforce (2007) [106]. The white paper is no more available at Kronos web.

Optimizing workforce performance requires insight, methods of quantifying, diagnosing, and predict-
ing the performance of human workforce, important and highly variable elements in manufacturing.
That insight can be provided by Overall Labour Efficiency/Effectiveness (OLE). OLE is the analysis of
the cumulative effect three factors, similar to OEE, that have on productive output:

• Utilization: the percentage of time the workforce spends making effective contributions

• Performance: the amount of product delivered

• Quality: the percentage of perfect or saleable product produced

The familiar OEE factors are the basic elements used in measuring human workforce effectiveness.
But in measuring the contributions human operators, it is useful to look deeper and consider addi-
tional factors (Table 19).

Table 19: OEE factors used in measuring human workforce effectiveness

OEE Element OLE Element Key Human Workforce Drivers
Availability Availability Utilization and absenteeism

Scheduling of indirect activities
Performance Performance Availability of processes, instructions,

tools, and materials
Training and skills
Indirect support staff

Quality Quality Employee knowledge
Proper use of instructions and tools
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Availability is a basic criterion, and utilization is the most important component of availability. There
are many things that influence human availability, and therefore the potential output of equipment
and the factory. For example:

• Absenteeism and utilization: Standard worker utilization measures: employee illness, approved
or unapproved leaves, and times when people are unavailable due to training, meetings, or other
company-defined activities.

• Scheduling: Involves having the right skill at the right time. Beyond merely providing a worker,
we must consider employee skills and certifications, as well as flexible work schedules.

• Indirect time: Includes material delays, idle time, shift changeover, and machine downtime.

Performance is the recording of output, which determines whether producing or delivering a product
or service took as long as company standard work time indicated it would (whether tangible units are
manufactured or specific services are delivered). Performance output includes:

• Availability of processes, instructions, tools, and materials: Shop floor issues, such as worn or
misplaced tools, material shortages, or missing processes or instructions, will slow production and
limit output — and likely have a negative impact on quality.

• Training and skills: Do employees know how to do the tasks they are assigned? Certainly these
factors affect the ability to deliver the expected output throughout a complete shift or job run.

• Indirect support staff: A workforce that is insufficiently trained or skilled will require additional
support staff, including supervisors, maintenance technicians, and quality assurance personnel.

With OLE analytics, relationships and dependencies between factors can be brought to the surface.
For example: Something disregarded on the shop floor as a minor availability issue shows up as a
troubling performance shortfall. OLE analytics track the problem back to a failure to meet planned
standard job times, which was caused by jobs that weren’t started on time because the right employ-
ees weren’t at their stations and ready for the work at hand. When performance consistently falls
below expectations, OLE quickly highlights the root causes, including inaccurately set labour stand-
ards.

Quality, we need to know if the output of production met specified quality levels. While quality is
certainly a function of the materials used, it is impacted by important human factors:

• Employee knowledge: Do employees understand the quality drivers of their specific operations?
Employee skills directly affect the quality of output. Knowledgeable operators know how to meas-
ure their work and understand how the processes operate, how variability affects quality, and
what adjustments keep processes to spec as they run. They also know when to stop production
for corrective actions, should quality fall below specified limits. Applying this type of knowledge
reduces the amount of wasted work and cuts scrap and rework costs.
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• Proper use of instructions and tools: Did workers use the right tools and follow the right proce-
dures?

Correlation between planned on-line worker measurements (section 7.2) and other defined worker,
task or machine characteristics and calculation of OLE are to be explicitly defined in the next version
of the deliverable (M18).

7.6  (Persistence) Data storage mechanism

The data storage mechanism which will be developed in the Factory2Fit project is very important be-
cause it forms the basis for further analysis. This mechanism will enable access to profile data, will
store data acquired from both sensors and the worker, and will ensure the usage of historical data for
analysis in order to produce the worker’s performance.

A database is a structured collection of datasets which can be accessed by a database management
system (DBMS). The kind of database management system defines the model of the database. Being
able to store and analyse the huge amount of data resulting from the large number of variables and
measures, a storage mechanism has been set up (Figure 36). The relevant data, gathered from the
worker, machine or task as well as the environment, will be organized within a relational database
management system. This allows new raw data to be integrated, modified or deleted and in search of
relevant information. Through the queries, different kinds of data can be combined, displayed, ana-
lysed or used for the algorithms.

Figure 36: Data storage framework

The core component is the relational open-source database management system PostgreSQL 9.1. All
tools for data pre-processing as well as the analysis tools access the DBMS using the Structured Query
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Language (SQL). SQL is standardized by the ISO 9075, which allows for a common access procedure
using various software products. Compared to other analysis tools, the relational database provides
some advantages like a minimum of redundancy, improved data consistency and accessibility as well
as program-data independence. The amount of data is only limited by hardware resources. Because
of the client-server-principle, only one server needs extended hardware resources.

These database features are especially useful when dealing with large, heterogeneous and related
datasets like sensor data with different frequencies, questionnaires, videos, interview data and other
kinds of information gathered in an environment of a smart factory. The main operations inside the
database concern structuring and aggregating data. Media files such as video, pictures or audio are
not stored entirely inside the database. These files are located on a separate fileserver and the data-
base tables only contain a reference, e.g. the filename and frame number for each video. This struc-
ture allows for keeping the database size smaller and therefore faster, whereas the link to the media
files is always present.

Due to the client-server principle, the DBMS runs on one server and includes rights management,
backup strategy, failsafe hardware configuration... etc. In PostgreSQL, the rights management is built
by roles. Every user or user group is defined as a role. Every role is described by different privileges
and accessibility can be restricted individually. This complies with the German data security law that
states 8 commandments:

1. Access control (spatial)
2. Entry control
3. Access control (no unauthorized executions within the system)
4. Transfer control
5. Input control
6. Job control
7. Availability control
8. Segregation command

At the Chemnitz University of technology, every commandment is complied with through different
measures, for example, a firewall, selective approval of access to the database server, necessary au-
thentication and, as mentioned, the rights management within the database management system.

This enables the architect of the dataflow to control the access even to sensitive data of the worker,
for example, the workers’ health. Furthermore, the worker himself can be enabled to control the use
of his own profile data. [112]
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8 Conclusions
The main aim of this deliverable was to provide an analysis of the existing standards, techniques and
methodologies, in order to drive the work towards the development of a work-related abstract
Worker Model, and a dynamic worker model called Adaptive Worker Model. Both models include
worker characteristics, though Adaptive Worker Model consists not only from worker characteristics,
but also from task, machine, and contextual characteristics. Finally, a Worker Profile will be delivered,
that will include each worker’s characteristics. This Profile will be used for the following WPs, to help
matching workers and tasks.

In order to develop two structured Worker Models that take into account all the proper parameters
and characteristics needed, several methodologies and standards need to be studied. In addition to
Worker Models, this document also presented an overview and a comparative analysis of the most
widely known User Interface Description languages. Furthermore, existing methods for physical user
modelling and theories of work satisfaction and performance were investigated.

The document concluded with the online worker monitoring and off-line measurements analysis,
alongside with the description of the data storage mechanism that will be developed. More specifi-
cally, each characteristic is further analysed in variables and parameters. Based on the context and
the frequency measured, online and off-line measurements categories derive. The list of online and
off-line worker measurements is not complete and will be further developed and updated throughout
the project.

The models and measures analysed in this deliverable were selected based on the usefulness for each
use case and the expected acceptability of users and meet the ethical guidelines of the Factory2Fit
project. For the definition of these characteristics we took into account all the important aspects that
define a worker and kept in mind that worker as a human being is the most important thing (human -
centered approach). The different levels of Worker Models developed derive from the need to create
a more personalized profile that fits to the workers needs and defines his/hers abilities properly. This
profile will be used in further WPs in order to match the worker with the appropriate task. However,
the development of these models is at an early stage, therefore not every variable and measure in
worker characteristics is included. These models will be further evaluated and updated in a later phase
of the project, where it will be decided which of these characteristics and measures better fit to each
pilot.
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